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Executive Summary

Video technology like Skype or FaceTime can be a great way to stay together for people who are far apart. It is not the same as being there in person, but it is better than a phone call or sending a letter.

Given that there are 2.2 million people who are incarcerated, often many hundreds of miles from their homes, it should be no surprise that prison and jail video visitation is quietly sweeping the nation.

But video visitation is not like Skype or FaceTime. For one, these well-known technologies are a high-quality, free supplement to time spent together, in-person. The video visitation that is sweeping through U.S. jails is almost the exact opposite.

In order to stimulate demand for their low-quality product, jails and video visitation companies work together to shut down the traditional in-person visitation rooms and instead require families to pay up to $1.50 per minute for visits via computer screen.

In this report, we collect the contracts and the experiences of the facilities, the families, and the companies. We:

- Determine how this industry works, and explain the key differences between video visitation in jails (where it is most common and most commonly implemented in explicitly exploitative ways) and video visitation in prisons (where there is a proven need for the service and where prices are more reasonable yet the service is actually pretty rare).

- Hold the industry’s fantastic promises up against the hard evidence of experience, including the industry’s own commission reports.

- Give hard data showing just how unpopular this service is. We analyze the usage data, and then walk through exactly why families consider this unreliable and poorly designed technology a serious step backwards.

- Identify the patterns behind the worst practices in this industry, finding that the most harmful practices are concentrated in facilities that contract with particular companies.

- Analyze why the authors of correctional best practices have already condemned the industry’s preferred approach to video visitation.

- Review the unanimous opposition of major editorial boards to business models that try to profit off the backs of poor families, when we should be rewarding families for trying to stay together.

- Identify how video visitation could be implemented in a more family-friendly way and highlight two small companies who have taken some of these steps.

Finally, we make 23 recommendations for federal and state regulators, legislators, correctional facilities, and the video visitation companies on how they could ensure that video visitation brings families together and makes our communities stronger instead of weaker.
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Introduction

Every Thursday, Lisa* logs on to her computer and spends $10 to chat for half an hour via video with her sister who is incarcerated in another state. Before the Federal Communications Commission capped the cost of interstate calls from prisons, these video chats were even cheaper than the telephone. Lisa's experience is representative of the promise of video visitation.

Meanwhile, Mary* flies across the country to visit her brother who is being held in a Texas jail. She drives her rental car to the jail but rather than visit her brother in-person or through-the-glass, she is only allowed to speak with him for 20 minutes through a computer screen.

Elsewhere, Bernadette spends hours trying to schedule an offsite video visit with a person incarcerated in a Washington state prison. After four calls to JPay and one call to her credit card company, she is finally able to schedule a visit. Yet, when it is time for the visit, she waits for 30 minutes to no avail. The incarcerated person did not find out about the visit until the scheduled time had passed. The visit never happens.

How do video visitations work? While video visitation systems vary, the process typically works like this:

- Visitor makes appointment and pays any visit charges in advance.
- Incarcerated person is told to be at a certain terminal at a certain time.
- Visitor drives to the facility to sit at a terminal, or uses their personal computer.
- Once both people are ready at the right time, the visit can begin.

*Family members' names have been changed throughout the report.
for which is “recidivism.” A rigorous study by the Minnesota Department of Corrections found that even a single visit reduced recidivism by 13% for new crimes and 25% for technical violations. More contact between incarcerated people and their loved ones — whether in-person, by phone, by correspondence, or via video visitation — is clearly better for individuals, better for society, and even better for the facilities. As one Indiana prison official told a major correctional news service: “When they (prisoners) have that contact with the outside family they actually behave better here at the facility.”

Without a doubt, video visitation has some benefits:

• Most prisons and some jails are located far away from incarcerated people’s home communities and loved ones.

• Prisons and jails sometimes have restrictive visitation hours and policies that can prevent working individuals, school-age children, the elderly, and people with disabilities from visiting.

• It can be less disruptive for children to visit from a more familiar setting like home.

• It may be easier for facilities to eliminate the need to move incarcerated people from their cells to central visitation rooms.

• It is not possible to transmit contraband via computer screen.

But video visitation also has some serious drawbacks:

• Visiting someone via a computer screen is not the same as visiting someone in-person. Onsite video visitation is even less intimate and


5 On the other hand, it is also not possible to transmit contraband through the glass partition typically used in county jails either.
personal than through-the-glass visits, which families already find less preferable to contact visits.

- In jails, the implementation of video visitation often means the end of traditional, through-the-glass visitation in order to drive people to use paid, remote video visitation.
- Video visitation can be expensive, and the families of incarcerated people are some of the poorest families in the country.°
- The people most likely to use prison and jail video visitation services are also the least likely to have access to a computer with a webcam and the necessary bandwidth.°
- The technology is poorly designed and implemented. It is clear that video visitation industry leaders have not been listening to their customers and have not responded to consistent complaints about camera placement, the way that seating is bolted into the ground, the placement of video visitation terminals in pods of cells, etc.
- Technological glitches can be even more challenging for lawyers and other non-family advocates that need to build trust with incarcerated people in order to assist with personal and legal affairs.

The industry and correctional facilities have largely focused on the promised benefits of video visitation, but reform advocates have long expressed their concerns. We found an article by a person incarcerated in Colorado all the way back in 2008 that nicely summarized both the promise and fear represented by video visitation:

“If video visits are an addition [to in-person visits] they will be a help to all and a God-send to many. But, if video visits are a replacement...their implementation would be a painful, unwelcome change that would be impersonal and dehumanizing.

— Claire Beazer predicting the harm of video visitation as a replacement to in-person visits in 2008


for the current visitation, their implementation would be a painful unwelcome change that would be impersonal and dehumanizing.\textsuperscript{7}

**Video visitation reaches critical mass in 2014**

Currently, more than 500 facilities in 43 states and the District of Columbia are experimenting with video visitation.\textsuperscript{9} Much of this growth has occurred in the last two to three years as prison and jail telephone companies have started to bundle video visitation into phone contracts. While there is not a detailed history of the industry’s growth, most sources trace the inception of the industry back to the 1990s.\textsuperscript{10}

Now, in 2014, video visitation is ironically the least prevalent in state prisons, where it would be the most useful given the remote locations of such facilities, and the most common in county jails where the potential benefits are fewer. In contrast, jails typically implement video visitation in an unnecessarily punitive way. The differences between how prisons and jails approach video visitation are stark; Figure 2 summarizes our findings.

In the state prison context, the primary challenge to encouraging in-person visitation is distance, as many incarcerated people are imprisoned more than 100 miles away from their home communities and are


\textsuperscript{9} We identified the facilities with video visitation by reviewing the companies’ websites, hundreds of news articles, and interviews with facilities and companies. For the list, see Exhibit 1.


---

**VIDEO VISITATION AND VIDEO PHONES: WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE?**

Video phones are an assistive technology for the deaf, designed for two deaf people to communicate via sign language or for one deaf person to communicate via sign language to an interpreter who then communicates with the person on the other end. It can be a special standalone device, or installed as software on a computer. Although to lay people the technology looks similar to video visitation, it is different and outside the scope of this report. For more on video phones in prisons and jails, and why facilities are required to provide communications access to deaf people in their custody, see Talila A. Lewis’s (Founder & President, Helping Educate to Advance the Rights of the Deaf) March 25, 2013 comment to the Federal Communications Commission: http://apps.fcc.gov/ecfs/document/view?id=7022134808
sometimes even imprisoned in a different state. Most of the state prisons that use video visitation currently do so only in small experimental programs or as a part of a larger contract for electronic payment processing systems and email. Many of these experimental programs focus on special populations or special purposes. For example, New Mexico


12 State prison programs that are operated on a small scale and are specifically for incarcerated parents include Florida’s Reading and Family Ties program, New Mexico’s Therapeutic Family Visitation Program, and New York’s program with the Osborne Association. According to Boudin, Stutz, and Littman, 2014, p 171, the following are other states using video visitation in a limited scope: Alaska, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Louisiana, New Jersey, and Ohio.
has a special program for 25 incarcerated mothers, and a number of other states use video systems for court and parole hearings. Other states like Virginia and Pennsylvania have regional video visitation centers that families can use, thereby reducing the distance that families must travel.

Five states have large video visitation programs that are bundled with another service. Four states — Georgia, Indiana, Ohio, and Washington — contract with the company JPay, and another industry player Telmate runs a video visitation system along with phone services in Oregon. In all of these cases, prisons use video visitation very differently than jails do. Given that prisons hold people convicted of more serious crimes, one might expect that if any facility were going to ban contact visits and require visitation via onsite video terminals, it would be state prisons. However, state prisons understand that family contact is crucial for reducing recidivism, and burdening individuals with extensive travel only to visit an incarcerated loved one by video screen is particularly counterproductive. As Illinois Department of Corrections Spokesman Tom Shaer explained to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, the state had no plans to eliminate in-person visits: “I can’t imagine the scenario in which someone would travel to a prison and then wish to communicate through a video screen rather than see a prisoner face-to-face.”

In contrast, county jails confine people who are generally not far from home, and the majority are presumed innocent while they attempt to pay bail or await trial. The 40% of people in jail who have been convicted are generally serving a relatively short sentence for misdemeanor crimes. Despite the fact that jails should be particularly conducive to in-person visits, most jails have replaced contact visits with through-the-glass visits. And when jails implement video visitation, they typically replace through-the-glass visiting booths with a combination of onsite and remote paid video visitation.

---

13 See Exhibit 2: New Mexico Corrections Department Contract with PB&J Family Services.

14 The states that use video conferencing for hearings include: Michigan, Minnesota, and New Jersey.

15 We are using the term “regional video visitation center” to describe situations where the state has made an effort to bring visitation to the visitors. For example, we consider having special places throughout the state or using a mobile van (Pinellas County, Florida) to be regional visitation centers, but we would not consider Maricopa County, Arizona’s decision to make onsite video visitation terminals available at two of the county’s six jails to be regional visitation.


Why families are unhappy with the state of the video visitation industry

Most families — the end-users of video visitation — are deeply unhappy with the combination of video visitation's poor quality, the cost of visitation, and the fact that jails often force the service on them. Some of the specific problems that families frequently cite are without a doubt fixable. Others are the inevitable result of the failed market structure: the companies consider the facilities — not the families paying the bills — as their customers. The primary complaint is apparent: video visits are not the same as in-person visits and are much less preferable to contact visits or through-the-glass visits.

Sheriffs typically defend the transition from in-person, through-the-glass visits to video visits as being insignificant because both involve shatterproof glass and talking on a phone. To the families, however, replacing the real living person on the other side of the glass with a grainy computer image is a step too far.

A. Video visits are not equivalent to in-person visits

It is more difficult for families to ensure or evaluate the wellbeing of their incarcerated loved ones via video than in-person or through-the-glass. Families struggle to clearly see the incarcerated person with video visits and instead face a pixelated or sometimes frozen image of the incarcerated person. The poor quality of the visits only increases family members' anxiety. For example, a mother interviewed by the Chicago Tribune described her unease at seeing her son's arm in a sling during a video visit, and how she would have felt more assured about his health and safety if she could have seen him properly in a traditional visit. The physical elements that still remained in through-the-glass visits are now gone. As Kymberlie Quong Charles of advocacy group Grassroots Leadership told the Austin Chronicle, “Even through Plexiglass, it allows you to see the color of [an inmate’s skin], or other physical things with


their bodies. It’s an accountability thing, and lets people on the outside get some read on the physical condition of a loved one.”

Second, companies and facilities set up video visitation without any regard for privacy. Video visitation is popular among jails because by placing the video visitation terminals in pods of cells or day rooms, there is no longer a need to transport incarcerated people to a central visitation room. Yet, the lack of privacy can completely change the dynamic of a visit. As an Illinois mother whose son is incarcerated in the St. Clair County Jail, Illinois explained, “I want to get a good look at him, to tell him to stand up and turn around so I can see that he’s getting enough to eat and that he hasn’t been hurt. Instead, I have to see his cellmates marching around behind him in their underwear.” In the D.C. jail, Ciara Jackson had a scheduled video visit with her partner canceled when a fight suddenly broke out. Jackson was upset that their “[5-year-old daughter] daughter could see the melee in the background” and told The Washington Post, “Before, in the jail, you were closer and had more privacy. This, I don’t know. This just doesn’t seem right.” Federal public defender Tom Gabel told the St. Louis Post-Dispatch that his clients are equally dissatisfied: “They want to actually see the people who come to visit them, not look at them on a computer screen from a crowded pod…It’s just one more thing prisoners find impersonal at the jail.”

Further, video visits can be disorienting because the companies set the systems up in a manner that is very different from in-person, human communication. Since the video visitation terminals were designed and set up with the camera a couple of inches above the monitor, the loved one on the outside will never be looking into the incarcerated person’s eyes. Families have repeatedly complained that the lack of eye contact makes visits feel impersonal.


21 Hampel, 2014.


23 Hampel, 2014.
Video visitation can add to the already significant trauma that children of incarcerated parents face, especially for young children who are unfamiliar with the video technology. Dee Ann Newell, a developmental psychologist who has been working with incarcerated children for 30 years, has witnessed traumatic reactions to video visitation from young children as well as from some of the older ones.\(^\text{24}\) Cierra Rice, whose partner is incarcerated in King County Jail, Washington told *The Seattle Times* that she does not bring her 18-month-old to video visits at the jail because he gets fidgety in the video visitation terminal and does not understand why he cannot hug his father.\(^\text{25}\)

Notably, the San Francisco Children of Incarcerated Parents Bill of Rights demands greater protections of family-friendly visitation:

"'Window visits', in which visitors are separated from prisoners by glass and converse by telephone, are not appropriate for small children."\(^\text{26}\) If through-the-glass visits fall short for children, video visits are even more unacceptable.

**B. Video visitation is not ready for prime time**

Despite the commonly-made comparison, video visitation technology is not as reliable as widely-used video services such as Skype or FaceTime,
and if video visitation is going to be the only option that some families have, it is nowhere near good enough. Families we interviewed who use onsite and offsite video visitation, including those who are experienced Skype and FaceTime users, consistently complain of freezes, audio lags, and pixelated screens in video visitation. Referring to Securus’s offsite video visitation system, Jessica* said that she has had video visits freeze for a full minute. By the time she was able to tell the incarcerated person that he froze, the visit would freeze again. In fact, Jessica does not think offsite video visitation is convenient. She calls it “almost a waste of money.” Families and friends have also complained about lost minutes, with visits failing to start on time despite both ends being ready or ending abruptly due to a technical malfunction. Sara* — a mother whose son is incarcerated in Maricopa County, Arizona — said that she and her son’s other visitors have had “continuous issues with connecting on time” and have lost up to five minutes. When visits are 20 minutes long, “five minutes is precious.”

Technical problems can be systemic. Clark County, Nevada is currently upgrading its Renovo video system to address the problem with the current system where “more than half of the average 15,000 visits a month were canceled because of tech issues.”

C. Video visitation puts a price tag on a service that should be free

Much of the video visitation industry, particularly in county jails, is designed to drive people from what was traditionally a free service towards an inferior, paid replacement. Even where onsite video visitation is offered and free, it is often run in a limited way to further encourage offsite video visitation. Unfortunately, companies and correctional facilities negotiate the terms and prices without any input from the people that pay. Tom Maziarz of St. Clair County, Illinois’s purchasing department exemplified this disregard when he told the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, “A dollar a minute strikes me as a fair price. I guess it depends what viewpoint you’re coming from. The way I look at it, we’ve got a captive audience. If they don’t like (the rates), I guess they should not have got in trouble to begin with.”

Charging for visitation also means charging the families that are least able to afford this additional expense. These families are poor. In an extensive survey of previously incarcerated people, the Bureau of Justice Statistics found that 86% of respondents had an annual income that was

---

27 We interviewed a handful of families and friends nationwide to hear about their firsthand experiences with video visitation. Jessica* has used Securus video visitation in Travis County, Texas, and Sara* has used Securus video visitation in Maricopa County, Arizona.

less than $25,000. As with the prison and jail telephone market, charging for visitation is, at best, a regressive tax where the government charges the most to the taxpayers who can afford it the least. The Houston Chronicle editorial board condemned the practice of charging families for visits, declaring, “Making money off the desire of prisoners to be in touch with family members and loved ones is offensive to basic concepts of morality.”

What this industry is doing: major themes

While there are tremendous differences in the rates, fees, commissions, and practices in each contract, three significant patterns are common:

1. Most county jails ban in-person visits once they implement video visitation.
2. Video visitation contracts are almost always bundled with other services like phones, email, and commissary, and facilities usually do not pay anything for video visitation.
3. Unlike with phone services, there is little relationship between rates, fees, and commissions beyond who the company is.

While virtually no state prisons ban in-person visitation, we found that 74% of jails banned in-person visits when they implemented video visitation. Though abolishing in-person visits is common in the jail video visitation context, Securus is the only company that explicitly requires this harmful practice in its contracts. The record is not always clear about whether the jails or the companies drive this change, but by banning in-

74% of jails banned in-person visits when they implemented video visitation

---

29 For the Bureau of Justice Statistics study based on surveys of people incarcerated in state prisons, see: Beck et al., 1993, p 3. Additionally, the Census Bureau found that only 47% of households with income less than $25,000 have high-speed internet. File and Ryan, 2014, p 3.


31 The one state prison exception that uses video visitation and bans in-person visitation, Milwaukee Secure Detention Facility in Wisconsin, considers itself to be very similar to a jail, writing on its website that it “functions in a similar manner to that of a jail operation.” See: Wisconsin Department of Corrections, “Milwaukee Secure Detention Facility,” Wisconsin Department of Corrections Website. Accessed on December 2014 from: http://doc.wi.gov/families-visitors/find-facility/milwaukee-secure-detention-facility.
person visits, it is clear that the jails are abandoning their commitment to correctional best practices.\textsuperscript{32} Video visitation is rarely a stand-alone service, and 84\% of the video contracts we gathered were bundled with phones, commissary, or email. Sometimes it is obvious that the bundling of contracts persuades counties to add video visitation. For example, in a contract approval form, Chippewa County, Wisconsin's jail administrator described how attractive this makes video visitation: “The installation and start-up of the Video Visitation is $133,415.00 and Securus is paying all of it.”\textsuperscript{33} The county was further incentivized because by adding video, call management services “went from a discount of 30\% to 76.1\%.” In Telmate's contract with Washington County, Idaho, Telmate says it needs to bundle its contracts or else it will be unable to provide video visitation free of charge to the facility.\textsuperscript{34} In other words, in this county, Telmate apparently subsidizes the costs of video visitation equipment by charging families high fees to deposit funds into Telmate commissary accounts.

Since the contracts are negotiated with the understanding that the facility will not be required to pay anything, the facilities sign them without carefully looking at the real costs or who (the families) will be paying for the shiny new services. For example, in Dallas County, Texas, after a huge public uproar, the County Commissioners Court unanimously supported preserving traditional through-the-glass visitation and rejected Securus's request to ban in-person visitation. But two months later, the county inexplicably approved a contract with Securus that included the installation of 50 onsite visitor-side terminals; terminals that would only be useful if in-person visitation were eliminated in the

\begin{quote}
“Since the contracts are negotiated with the understanding that the facility will not be required to pay anything, the facilities sign them without carefully looking at the real costs…
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{32} Responsibility for banning in-person visitation cannot solely be attributed to the companies, because we note that even the jails that manage their own video visitation systems (Lee County, FL; Martin County, FL; Cobb County, GA; Wapello County, IA; Cook County, IL; Lenawee County, MI; Olmsted County, MN; Northwest Regional Corrections Center, MN; Sherburne County, MN) use video as a replacement rather than a supplement to existing visitation. In Global Tel’Link’s reply to the Alabama Public Service Commission’s further order adopting revised inmate phone rules, it states, “The Commission seeks to review VVS contracts because it is ‘concerned’ that the contracts may contain provisions limiting face-to-face visitation at correctional facilities…These contracts are based upon the expressed needs of the correctional facilities. Correctional facilities have sole discretion to place limitations on face-to-face visitation at the facility…” Global Tel’Link seems to be implying that jails are the ones pushing to end in-person visitation. See Exhibit 3 for Global Tel’Link’s reply. For more on Securus’s role in banning in-person visits, see footnote 66.

\textsuperscript{33} See Exhibit 4 for Chippewa County, Wisconsin’s Securus video visitation contract approval form. In Washington County, Oregon’s contract with Telmate for phone services and video visitation, the county even received a bonus of $30,000 over three years. See Exhibit 5 for the Washington County, Oregon contract.

\textsuperscript{34} For Telmate’s justification of its commissary account deposit fees, see page 10 of the Washington County, Idaho contract with Telmate. See Exhibit 6.
county. If the county were paying the $212,500 for those onsite visitor side terminals with its own — rather than families’ — funds, the county commissioners would have surely been less reluctant to question such a purchase.

In the prison and jail telephone industry, there is a well-documented correlation between rates, fees, and commissions that surprisingly does not exist in the video visitation market even though many of the same companies are involved. In the phones market, the facilities demand a large share of the cost of each call, and these high commissions create an incentive for the facility to agree to set high call rates. In turn, the companies respond to the demand for high commissions by quietly tacking on new and higher fees to each family’s bill.

In the video visitation industry, this cycle does not appear to exist. Instead, to the degree that rates, fees, and commissions are related to anything at all, the details of the contract are most dependent on the company. We report the typical rates and commissions for some of the industry leaders in Figure 5.

While Securus’s rates are significantly higher than those of other companies, Securus does not provide jails with higher commission percentages. In fact, the lowest commission among the jail contracts can be found in Maricopa County, Arizona, which receives 10% of Securus’s total gross revenues from video visitation. Overall, commissions are lower

---

35 We have seen examples of facilities starting off with video as a supplement to in-person visits but then banning in-person visits shortly after the video system was in place. Pinal County, Arizona launched video visitation in April 2013 as a supplement, and saw substantial use of both video and traditional visitation. But by December 2014, Pinal County had banned traditional visitation. JJ Hensley, “MCSO to allow video jail visits — for a price,” The Arizona Republic, December 10, 2013. Accessed on December 17, 2014 from: http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/20131206mcso-to-allow-video-jail-visits-price.html and Bernadette Rabuy interview with Pinal County Sheriff’s Office on December 17, 2014.

36 For the costs of the Dallas County video visitation system, see page 18 of the approved Dallas County contract with Securus. See Exhibit 7.


38 For more information on the prison and jail phone industry’s fees, see Drew Kukorowski et al., Please Deposit All of Your Money: Kickbacks, Rates, and Hidden Fees in the Jail Phone Industry (Easthampton, MA: Prison Policy Initiative, May 8, 2013). Accessed on October 2014 from: http://www.prisonpolicy.org/phones/pleasedeposit.html. Phone company NCIC also produced an informational video on fees, which can be found here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3iB0p49oZ8
for video visitation than they are for phones. Oddly, the rates still varied among the few jails that do not accept commissions (Figure 6). It seems that sometimes negotiating to a lower commission may bring down the rate charged to families while other times it does not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Typical company rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adams County, MS</td>
<td>HomeWAV</td>
<td>$0.50/min</td>
<td>$0.50/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champaign County, IL</td>
<td>ICSolutions / VizVox</td>
<td>$0.50/min</td>
<td>$0.50/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas County, TX</td>
<td>Securus</td>
<td>$0.50/min</td>
<td>$1/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas County, CO</td>
<td>Telmate</td>
<td>$0.33/min</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan County, NM</td>
<td>Securus</td>
<td>$0.65/min</td>
<td>$1/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saunders County, NE</td>
<td>Securus</td>
<td>$1/min</td>
<td>$1/min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** These are counties that do not accept a commission on video visitation revenue. See Exhibit 1

The companies also differ in how they charge families. Almost all of the companies charge families per visit rather than per minute, which raises questions about whether families receive the full value that they pay for, especially since it is common for the image to freeze:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Per minute or per visit?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HomeWAV</td>
<td>Per minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICSolutions / VizVox</td>
<td>Per visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPay</td>
<td>Per visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renovo</td>
<td>Per visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securus</td>
<td>Per visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telmate</td>
<td>Per visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurnKey Corrections</td>
<td>Per minute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.** Some companies charge per minute, others per visit.

As in the phone industry, the size of the hidden fees that add to the cost of each visit varies considerably. But unlike the phone industry, where

---

39 The highest commission on video charges we have seen — out of the contracts we gathered — is in Placer County, California where ICSolutions sends 63.1% back to the sheriff. In our 2013 report on the phones industry, ICSolutions also provided the highest commission, 84.1% of phone revenue. For Placer County’s contract with ICSolutions, see Exhibit 10. For more on phones, see Kukorowski et al., 2013.
“[a]ncillary fees are the chief source of consumer abuse and allow
circumvention of rate caps,” 40 the fees for video visitation vary from
burdensome to nonexistent. In fact, some of the high-fee companies in the telephone industry are the very same ones who do not charge any credit card fees for video visitation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>How to pay for video visit</th>
<th>Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HomeWAV</td>
<td>Buy minutes on PayPal using credit/debit card, bank account, or prepaid gift card</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICSolutions / VizVox</td>
<td>Fund prepaid collect account online with a credit/debit card or through Western Union or money order</td>
<td>$0 fee + taxes to $9.99 Western Union fee + taxes, See Exhibit 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPay</td>
<td>Pay with credit/debit card when you schedule visit online or by phone</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renovo</td>
<td>Pay with credit/debit card or prepaid credit/debit card when you schedule visit online</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securus</td>
<td>Pay with credit/debit card when you schedule visit online</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telmate</td>
<td>Fund your Friends &amp; Family account (various methods)</td>
<td>$2.75 – $13.78 fee, See Exhibit 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurnKey Corrections</td>
<td>Fund your communications account (various methods)</td>
<td>$0 – $8.95 fee, See Exhibit 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 8. This table shows how visitors must pay for video visits and the associated fees, when applicable. Source: Companies’ websites and calls and emails to customer service.*

**Broken promises from the industry and its boosters**

The video visitation industry sells correctional facilities a fantasy. Facilities are pitched a futuristic world out of Star Trek where people can conveniently communicate over long distances as if they were in the same room while simultaneously helping facilities bring in revenue and eliminate much of the hassle involved in offering traditional visitation. In turn, the facilities sell these same benefits to the elected officials who must approve the contracts. But when hard lessons of experience bring down those dreams, the industry and the facilities are less forthcoming. This section reviews the record to date on the promises made by the industry and its boosters.

Our findings put the industry’s promises into question:

- **Increased safety and security?** The industry says, without evidence, that video visitation — and the “investigative capabilities” 41 of these systems — will make facilities safer, primarily by eliminating

---

40 Federal Communications Commission, 2014, at ¶ 83.

41 See Exhibit 12 for Securus’s response to the Maricopa County, Arizona Request for Proposals for video visitation.
contraband. In the one study of this claim, Grassroots Leadership and the Texas Criminal Justice Coalition found that disciplinary cases for possession of contraband in Travis County, Texas increased 54% after the county completed its transition to video-only visitation. Correctional facilities tell elected officials that video visitation can also eliminate “fights in the lobby,” but the public location of the terminals actually increases tensions in the cell pods. As a person incarcerated in Collier County, Florida described: “Everybody in the dorm or on the pod can still see who it is that’s visiting another. This in itself is invasive and potentially compromising and has led to fights among the inmates here.”

Increased efficiency and cost savings for the facility? The industry tells the facilities that they can outsource handling families’ complaints, but when the systems do not work, it is the facilities that are left filling in the gaps of a system they neither designed nor control.

A lucrative source of revenue for the facility? The available data reveals that video visitation is not a big money maker for facilities and may not ever be profitable for the industry. First, refunds are common. For the month of August 2014, Charlotte County Jail, Florida and company Montgomery Technology, Inc. gave 35 refunds out of 89 total video visits. The facility and Montgomery Technology, Inc. did not gain revenue; each lost $8. Second, the contracts are often structured in a way that serves the needs of the

FAMILIES FIND THE PROMISES MOST MISLEADING OF ALL

It is no wonder that families are distrustful of video visitation and reluctant to even try the service: both the companies and the facilities are often misleading them. For example, when the District of Columbia jail decided to ban in-person visits, there was widespread resistance. The facility did not back down from the change and instead claimed that the convenience of video visitation would benefit families. The convenience, jail staff said, would allow them to expand visits to seven days a week, but two years later, families are still waiting.

In Maricopa County, Arizona, Sheriff Joe Arpaio cut back visitation hours last year, just in time for the holidays. The sheriff’s spokeswoman told the Phoenix New Times that the change was being made “while we switch from one vendor to another vendor to update/improve MCSO’s video visitation program.” The so-called “improvement” was that Sheriff Arpaio had signed a contract with Securus agreeing to get rid of the last of in-person visits in Maricopa’s jails.

---


45 When Mary* tried to drop in for an unscheduled video visit at a Texas county jail, she asked jail staff for assistance. Since Securus requires that video visits be scheduled at least 24 hours in advance, jail staff had to decide if they would make an exception for Mary who flew in from out of state to see her brother. Another requirement of Securus video visitation is that visitors take a photo of their identification in order to set up an account. Laina* used her personal computer’s webcam to take a photo of her ID, but her request to open an account was denied citing a blurry ID photo. Laina then had to travel to the jail to have jail staff look at her ID in-person and do a manual override.

46 See Exhibit 13 for the August 2014 earnings report for Charlotte County Jail, Florida.
industry before the needs of the facilities. In some cases, facilities must meet these unreasonably high usage requirements set by companies as a prerequisite to receiving commissions. In other cases, video visitation companies require that their investments be recouped before they will pay commissions to the facilities. If this clause were in effect in Travis County, Texas — one of the few jurisdictions that have made commission data available — it would take 17 years before Travis County would receive commissions. In Hopkins County, Texas, Securus anticipated that the county would generate $455,597 over five years from its 70% commission on video visits and phone calls. However, in the 2014 fiscal year, Hopkins County earned a mere 40% of the expected yearly revenue.

**Families will readily embrace remote video visitation?** Securus told Dallas County, Texas during the contract negotiation process that “most [families] will readily embrace the opportunity to visit from home.” Securus did not offer any evidence, and our review of the record in other counties shows Securus scrambling to stimulate

---

47 For example, in one Securus contract, the commission is based on the gross revenue per month. If the gross revenue per month is $5,001-$10,000, the commission is 0%. If the revenue is $10,001-$15,000, the commission is 20%. If the revenue is $15,001-$20,000, the commission is 25%. If the revenue is $20,001+, the commission is 30%. For the Collier County, Florida contract, see Exhibit 14.

48 Tom Miriam of Global Tel*Link told the Dallas County Commissioners that it was unreasonable for Securus to propose to pay commissions only if the County achieves 1.5 paid visits per incarcerated person per month when “the national average is 0.5 visit per inmate per month.” See: The County of Dallas, September 9, 2014.

49 In most Securus contracts, the video visitation terminals are valued at $4,000 each, ignoring the cost of installation and software. Therefore, the 184 terminals installed in Travis County are valued at $736,000, an immense sum compared to the $43,445 Securus earned from offsite video visitation in the period September 2013-September 2014. Either Securus is losing money on each video visit, or the terminals are overvalued in the contracts, or Securus is using phone revenue to subsidize the video business. For the Travis County contract, see Exhibit 15. For the commission data, see Exhibit 16. Additionally, the *St. Louis Post-Dispatch* reported that St. Clair County, Illinois receives a 20% commission on video visits if it reaches 729 paid visitors a month, but there were only 388 in January 2014. See Hampel, 2014.


51 For the Securus response to Dallas County’s additional best and final offer questions, see Exhibit 9.
demand where it does not exist, frequently charging promotional rates well below the prices in the contracts and for far longer than the promotional period described in the contracts.

- **Total visitation will go up?** Although families dispute the assumption, sheriffs argue that video visitation is equivalent to in-person visitation, and they are quick to assert that since video visitation is more efficient, visitation will increase. For example, Travis County, Texas Jail Administrator Darren Long told the County Commissioners Court that video visitation has allowed the jails to provide an additional 11,000 visits. In reality, the number of visits in Travis County has declined. In September 2009, there were 7,288 in-person visits in Travis County jails. In September 2013 — a few months after in-person visits were completely banned — there were 5,220 visits. Rather than increase, the total number of visits decreased by 28% after the imposition of video visitation because families are unhappy with both free, onsite video visits and the paid, offsite video visits.

- **Most prisons and jails are moving to video visitation?** The Travis County Jail Administrator Darren Long also asserted that video

52 Securus is not the only company facing the reality of low demand for video visitation services. In Washington County, Oregon — which contracts with Telmate and uses video visitation as a supplement — the jail logged 86 video visits in September 2013. See Bernstein, 2013. We calculated — using the U.S. Census figure for the jail population of 197 — that the jail logged an average of 13 minutes per incarcerated person for that month.

53 Securus is charging a promotional rate in 67% of the contracts we gathered for our sample. For instance, in Saunders County, Nebraska’s contract with Securus, a 30-minute offsite visit is priced at $30, but for “a limited time,” the promotional rate is $5 for a 35-minute visit. (See Exhibit 18 for the Saunders County contract.) In the Securus contract with Travis County, Texas, the contract specifies that all video visits should be charged at standard rates after the system has been installed for three months. However, Securus has rarely charged the standard rate in the year and a half following implementation. (See Exhibits 15 and 16)


55 September 2009 was before video visitation was used at all for those incarcerated in general population. Travis County started using video visitation in 2006-2007 for maximum security and then for general population for those held in Building 12, which opened in Oct. 2009. Travis County switched to video for everyone in May 2013. See Exhibit 16 for visitation data.

56 We interviewed three individuals who have used video visitation to visit loved ones incarcerated in Travis County. They are dissatisfied with the audio lags, the lack of eye contact, etc.
visitation “is best practices going across the nation right now” and implied that Travis County would be terribly behind if it did not adopt video visitation. In reality, only 12% of the nation’s 3,283 local jails have adopted video visitation. Administrator Long showed a slide with a list of 19 states that use video visitation, but, as discussed earlier, most state prison systems are using video conferencing and video visitation on a very small scale as a supplement to existing visitation and certainly never as the dominant form of visitation.

• **Video visitation will reduce long lines?** Unlike traditional visitation, many video systems require families to schedule both onsite and offsite video visits at least 24 hours in advance. Many families find coordinating issues like transportation to the jail, childcare, and employment discourages people from attempting drop-in visits. To their credit, many facilities with policies requiring visits to be scheduled in advance appear to allow drop-in visits when possible, but this leads to confusion when there are even longer waits for a video visit than under the traditional system.

57 See: Travis County, 2014 for the video of the Commissioners Court meeting. A deputy at the Roane County, Tennessee jail also seems to believe that video visitation is a best practice. The deputy said, “If you’ve got a jail that’s been built in the last few years, it’s got video visitation.” See: Gervin, 2014.

58 According to Wagner and Sakala, 2014, there are 3,283 local jails. From video visitation companies’ websites, news stories, and interviews of criminal justice colleagues, we have identified 388 local jails with video visitation.

59 Video conferencing includes telemedicine programs in which doctors meet with incarcerated patients through a video system and programs in which parole hearings are done via video. Video visitation allows family members to visit incarcerated loved ones via video.

60 The 24 states that use video visitation are: Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. Administrator Long misleadingly cites the number 19 from the Boudin, Strut, and Littman, 2014 study, even though the study explains that some states use video on a temporary or limited basis. Out of the 19 mentioned in this study, we omitted Idaho, which we do not believe has video visitation and added Alabama, Michigan, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Carolina, and South Dakota. Rivers Correctional Institution in North Carolina — which houses sentenced individuals from D.C. — has a supportive video visitation program provided through a partnership with Hope House in D.C. One state prison, Milwaukee Secure Detention Facility, did replace in-person visits with video visits, but it compares itself to a county jail.

61 When Mary* showed up for an unscheduled video visit, jail staff told her she would get the next available visitor-side video terminal, but she ended up waiting over an hour despite the availability of 30 visitor-side terminals. The delay might have been because the video terminal that her incarcerated brother has access to could have been in use by another incarcerated person. Laina* said that when family members drop in for unscheduled video visits in Travis County, Texas, the wait can be anywhere from one to three hours.

**JPAY VIDEO VISITATION: A REVIEW**

We decided to try JPay, the leading provider of video visitation in state prisons. We use Skype and FaceTime regularly and are familiar with the prison and jail telephone industry leaders, so we expected hiccups. However, our JPay experience left us more disappointed and frustrated than we expected.

• To schedule a remote video visit, we had to call JPay customer service four separate times. During our first call, the JPay employee had trouble locating our account saying she is only able to view accounts that are opened over the phone, not accounts created online. We even had to call our credit card company when JPay let us know that some credit card companies reject the way that JPay processes transactions. Later, we learned that JPay had actually been the one rejecting the transactions.

• Visit #1: When we finally had a scheduled video visit, we waited for 30 minutes to no avail. The incarcerated person we were attempting to visit did not see the email from JPay notifying him of the visit until he was off of work and able to check a video terminal. Unfortunately, this was after the scheduled time had already passed. Perhaps we should have scheduled the visit more than 24 hours in advance, but we figured JPay would have set that requirement — as other companies like Securus do — if this were a frequent problem.

*Continued on next page.*
Remote video visitation is convenient? The promise of video visitation is that it will be easier for families, but these systems are very hard to use. In our experience doing remote video visits and in our interviews with family members, the most common complaint — even from people who claim to be comfortable with computers — is that these systems are inconvenient.62 We heard of and experienced repeated problems getting pictures of photo IDs to companies,63 scheduling visits, processing payments, and with some companies not supporting Apple computers.64 Today in 2015, virtually every other internet-based company has made it easy for consumers to purchase and pay for their products, but the video visitation industry — perhaps because of its exclusive contracts — apparently has little desire to win customer loyalty through making its service easy to use.

The financial incentives in the video visitation market put the priorities of the companies before the facilities or the families, so it should come as no surprise the industry is not able to meet all of its attractive promises. Because video visitation is often framed as an “additional incentive” in phone or commissary contracts rather than a stand-alone product, it is unclear how much thought and planning the companies and facilities put into the actual performance of these systems.65 The true end-users of this service — the families — are the ones who are served last. Worse still, these “add-ons” create spill-over effects, pushing their bloated costs onto other parts of the contract.

How are Securus video contracts different from other companies?

While most jails choose to ban in-person visitation after installing a video visitation system, only Securus contracts explicitly require this outcome. The Securus contracts also tend to go further with detailed micromanagement of policy issues that would normally be decided upon by elected and appointed correctional officials.

It is common to find the following elements in Securus contracts:

- Visit #2: The quality was a disappointment. The person we were visiting was extremely pixelated. The audio delays made it difficult to even have a conversation. We could hear our voices getting to the incarcerated person with delays of 10 seconds. Additionally, six separate times, we were warned of insufficient bandwidth on both our side and on the incarcerated person’s side. Poor quality must be the standard if JPay is not utilizing the adequate bandwidth on the state prison side.

- Visit #3: We scheduled a visit with another person in a different facility, but that too failed. While both parties sat at their designated posts at the agreed upon time, the visit never happened. The incarcerated person asked bystanders and learned that the video terminals in that facility had not been working for months.

On the positive side, JPay customer service is pretty helpful by telephone, although not by email.100 While we ended up spending three hours on the phone trying to set up video visits, receiving a refund for the initial, failed visit was fairly easy. We have not been as lucky with other companies in this industry.

62 For example, to visit at Wisconsin’s Milwaukee County Jail, families must register on one company’s website (HomeWAV) then schedule the video visit using another company’s website (Renovo). Milwaukee County Sheriff, “Visiting,” Milwaukee County Sheriff Website. Accessed on January 6, 2015 from: http://county.milwaukee.gov/Visiting15657.htm.

63 In addition to Laina’s story mentioned in footnote 45, Bernadette had trouble taking a photo of her ID. When Bernadette tried to submit a photo of her ID to Securus, she tried taking the photo five times before she finally submitted it, but the photo was still rejected by the Texas jail. Bernadette was fortunate enough to have access to another, newer laptop. When she tried the laptop, which had a better webcam, the photo of her ID was accepted.

64 See Exhibit 19 for the companies that only support Windows computers.

65 For Securus’s financial proposal to Shawnee County, Kansas that frames video visitation as an additional incentive, see Exhibit 20.
• “For non-professional visitors, Customer will eliminate all face to face visitation through glass or otherwise at the Facility and will utilize video visitation for all non-professional on-site visitors.”

• “Customer will allow inmates to conduct remote visits without quantity limits other than for punishment or individual inmate misbehavior.” Apparently, Securus does not think that the profit share is enough of an incentive for facilities to encourage the use of offsite video visits.

• Additionally, Securus specifies that the county must pay for any free sessions the county wants to provide. With this clause and clauses that “reduce the on-site visitation hours over time,”66 Securus is restricting free, onsite visits and pushing families toward paid, remote visits.

• Securus specifies how and where the incarcerated population may move in the facility, with a requirement that the terminals be available “7 days a week, 80 hours per terminal per week.”67

Most of the other contracts we reviewed do not require specific correctional policies or changes. One company TurnKey Corrections has clauses in its contracts that are almost the opposite of those of Securus's such as:

• “Provider wishes to minimize fees charged to inmate's family and friends and allow revenue and efficiency to grow thus providing the County the maximum amount of revenue possible.”

• “Privileges may be revoked and suspended at any time for any reason for any user.” While communication between incarcerated people and their families should be encouraged, correctional facilities should be responsible for setting visitation policies, not private companies.

• “The communication of changes will be done a minimum of 15 days in advance of the change. Provider warrants to change prices no more than 3 times annually.”

The way jails typically implement video visitation systems violates correctional & policy best practices

With few exceptions, jail video visitation is a step backward for correctional policy because it eliminates in-person visits that are

66 There is further reason to believe that facilities are allowing Securus to make decisions about onsite visitation policies. Beyond banning in-person visits, Securus has tried to stimulate demand for remote video visits by proposing that Dallas County reduce onsite visitation availability to no more than 20 hours per week. For Dallas County’s proposed contract, see Exhibit 8. While this clause was taken out of the approved Dallas contract, the Securus contract with Adams County, Illinois unfortunately includes this clause. For the Adams County contract, see Exhibit 21. In Maricopa County, Arizona, the Securus contract states, “inmates will be allowed three (3) onsite visits per week, at no charge.” However, according to the Maricopa County Sheriff's website, this has been cut down to one free onsite visit per week. For Maricopa County’s contract, see Exhibit 12. Also see footnote 32.

67 This clause can be found in Securus contracts with, for example, Tazewell County, Illinois and Dallas County, Texas. For the Tazewell County contract, see Exhibit 22. For Dallas County’s approved contract, see Exhibit 7.
unquestionably important to rehabilitation while simultaneously making money off of families desperate to stay in touch. In fact, banning in-person visits and replacing them with expensive virtual visits runs contrary to both the letter and the spirit of correctional best practices as defined by the American Correctional Association (ACA), the nation’s leading professional organization for correctional officials and the accreditation agency for U.S. correctional facilities.

In four conferences going back to 2001, the ACA has consistently declared that “visitation is important” and “reaffirmed its promotion of family-friendly communication policies between offenders and their families.” According to the ACA, family-friendly communication is “written correspondence, visitation, and reasonably-priced phone calls.” The ACA believes that, in addition to visitation, correctional facilities should provide incarcerated people other forms of communication. In its 2001 policy on access to telephones, the ACA states that, while “there is no constitutional right for adult/juvenile offenders to have access to telephones,” it is “consistent with the requirements of sound correctional management” that incarcerated people have “access to a range of reasonably priced telecommunications services.”

Yet, instead of being used as a supplemental telecommunications service, jails are frequently using video visitation to replace in-person visitation. Jail video visitation systems are further against correctional best policy because:

- The ACA is explicit that it “supports inmate visitation without added associated expenses or fees.” In the video visitation industry, visitation — which has long-been provided for free — now has a price tag. Most jails provide a minimum number of onsite video visits for free, but sometimes facilities and companies make it nearly impossible for families to utilize these free visits. In Washington County, Idaho, families are given two free visits per week, but these visits can only be used from 6-8am. Other counties are even more

68 The ACA’s policy on telephones was unanimously ratified in 2001 and then amended in 2006 and 2011, and its resolution on visitation was adopted in 2011 and reaffirmed in 2012.


70 American Correctional Association, 2012.


restrictive and in direct violation of the ACA resolution. Lincoln County, Oregon and Adams County, Mississippi left families with only one option to visit: paid, offsite video visits. Portsmouth County, Virginia, which has offsite and onsite video visitation, goes as far as to charge for both.

- The ACA defines reasonably priced as “rates commensurate with those charged to the general public for like services.” And, while sheriffs are usually quick to compare video visitation to services like Skype and FaceTime, those services are free. Video visitation, on the other hand, can cost over $1 per minute. In Racine County, Wisconsin, a 20-minute video visit costs $29.95.

Similarly, the American Bar Association (ABA), the nation’s largest association of lawyers, foresaw that facilities would use new technologies to abolish in-person visitation, so it urged in its 2010 criminal justice standards: “Correctional officials should develop and promote other forms of communication between prisoners and their families, including video visitation, provided that such options are not a replacement for opportunities for in-person contact.”

Notably, state prison officials are already in full compliance with this ABA recommendation, as the state prison officials who have considered video visitation understand the harm that would result from implementing video visitation systems as jails do. Illinois Department of Corrections spokesman Tom Shaer told the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, “All

For more on the Lincoln County ban on in-person visits, see Bernstein, 2013. For the Adams County, Mississippi contract and for the jail’s visitation policy, see Exhibit 23.

Portsmouth County’s HomeWAV brochure says ”there is a charge for all visits.” For the brochure and the Portsmouth County contract, see Exhibit 24.

American Correctional Association, 2011.

We recognize that companies face costs to provide correctional video visitation systems. More research needs to be done on how much it really costs companies to provide video visitation. Securus was the only company to consistently provide a cost breakdown in its contracts, but it is still unclear how much video visitation terminals cost. Generally, Securus contracts state that their video visitation terminals cost $4,000 each. Lemhi County, Idaho’s contract with another company TurnKey (See Exhibit 25) states that a public video visitation terminal costs $3,500 while TurnKey’s contract with Jefferson County, Idaho states that a public video visitation terminal costs $995 each. (See Exhibit 26). According to Vice President of TurnKey, while TurnKey video visitation terminals normally cost $995, additional terminals cost $3,900. Lemhi County was given a $400 discount.


In a letter to Bernadette Rabuy dated October 15, 2014, the Freedom of Information Officer for the Illinois Department of Corrections states, “At this time, the Department does not have a contract for video visitation services.” According to a Chicago Tribune article, the Department previously had apparently imminent plans to implement video visitation. See McCoppin, 2014.
research shows in-person visits absolutely benefit the mental health of both parties; video can’t match that."\textsuperscript{79} Further, the editorial boards of papers as diverse as \textit{Austin American-Statesman}, \textit{The Dallas Morning News}, \textit{Houston Chronicle}, \textit{The New York Times}, and \textit{The Washington Post} have severely criticized jail video visitation systems\textsuperscript{80} for weakening family ties and preying on those least able to afford another expense. A clear and strong national consensus has developed that jail video visitation systems are a major step in the wrong direction.

\textbf{Video visitation can be a step forward}

Much of this report has focused on the way that video visitation is implemented by the largest companies in the industry, arguing that it is a significant step backwards for families and public safety. But video visitation done differently could be a major step forward, and some companies are already taking some of these steps. For example, the data shows that it is economically beneficial to preserve existing visitation systems, and there are ways to operate a video visitation system that actually make visitation more convenient for families.

Two of the industry leaders, Securus and Telmate, claim that in order to be economically viable, they must ban in-person visitation, but some of their competitors have found other, more reliable ways to stimulate demand. Securus and Telmate are utilizing a strategy that is proven by their competitors to be penny-wise and pound-foolish.

Securus almost always requires facilities to ban in-person visitation and justified this to Dallas County, Texas saying that the “capital required upfront is significant and without a migration from current processes to remote visitation, the cost cannot be recouped nor can the cost of telecom be supported.”\textsuperscript{81} Similarly, Telmate’s CEO says that banning in-person

\textsuperscript{79} For the \textit{St. Louis Post-Dispatch} article, see Hampel, 2014.


\textsuperscript{81} For Securus’s justification of the need to change traditional visitation when implementing video, see pages 3-4 of its response to Dallas County in Exhibit 9.
visits is the only way to increase video visitation volume in order to recoup Telmate’s investment.\textsuperscript{82}

However, TurnKey Corrections has found that when facilities offer families \textit{more and better} visitation options, families will use remote video visitation more. TurnKey found:\textsuperscript{83}

- When traditional, through-the-glass visits are retained, the jail averages 23 minutes of onsite video visits per month per incarcerated person.
- When through-the-glass visits are replaced with onsite video visits, the jail averages 19 minutes of onsite video visits per month per incarcerated person.
- When onsite video visits are the only visitation option, the jail averages only 13 minutes of onsite video visits per month per incarcerated person.\textsuperscript{84}

Turnkey’s experience is that the best way to sell onsite video visitation is to use other forms of visitation to build the demand. Putting up barriers to visitation does little besides discourage families from trying the company’s paid service.\textsuperscript{85}

Two companies, Turnkey and HomeWAV, structure their systems differently than the market leaders and style them more like phone services. Both charge per minute rather than per visit, and neither company requires families to pre-schedule video visits:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Visitor pays any per-minute visit charges in advance
  \item Visitor uses their personal computer or drives to the facility to dial at a terminal.
  \item If the appropriate terminal at the jail is free, the visitor can initiate a video visit at any time.
  \item Terminal will light up for 3 minutes to notify the person or inmate that they have a visitor.
\end{itemize}

Figure 9. TurnKey charges per minute and allows the visitor to call into the facility without an appointment.

\textsuperscript{82} This is from Peter Wagner’s conversation with Telmate CEO Richard Torgersrud on July 10, 2013.

\textsuperscript{83} This data is from an interview on November 17, 2014 with Patrick McMullan, Vice President of TurnKey Corrections.

\textsuperscript{84} According to an article from October 2013, the jail in Lincoln County, Oregon — which contracts with TurnKey and only offers paid, onsite video visitation — has averaged 12-24 video visits a day. It is a 161-bed jail so it is averaging a mere 0.07-0.14 video visits per incarcerated person per month. TurnKey charges per minute. See Bernstein, 2013.

\textsuperscript{85} Advocacy organization, Grassroots Leadership, did a survey on video visitation in 2014. A counselor responded to the survey and said that he or she refuses to use video visitation unless the video contract specifically indicates video visitation will only be used as a supplement to in-person visitation. When we interviewed Laina* about her experience with Securus video visitation, she said that she “doesn’t care to give Securus money” but only decided to give video visitation a shot when it was offered at the promotional price of $5 for a 20-minute visit.
HomeWAV told us that the average length of a visit on their system is 5.79 minutes, significantly fewer than the standard visit blocks of 20 or 30 minutes. By charging per minute, families are incentivized to use video visits for shorter time periods. For example, it is possible for a daughter to say goodnight to her incarcerated father or for a husband to ask his wife if she received her commissary money via video visit, without the visit being financially burdensome.

While some families find being able to schedule a video visit superior to waiting in a long line for an unscheduled visit, adding the option for unscheduled visits has other advantages including:

- It would be better than the telephone because it would allow family members to decide when to communicate, rather than being forced to sit and wait by the telephone.
- It makes per-minute pricing both possible and efficient for both families and the companies.

Additionally, some companies have prioritized supporting their customers and whatever computing devices they have and want to use. For example, HomeWAV reports that 60% of its visits are done using their HomeWAV Android or iPhone/iPad application. By contrast, some other companies do not even support Apple computers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Microsoft only?</th>
<th>Mobile/tablet application?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HomeWAV</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC Solutions / VizVox</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPay</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renovo</td>
<td>Not anymore</td>
<td>Only for scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telmate</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Coming soon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurnKey Corrections</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Making video visitation more convenient is the key to increasing demand, and with higher demand, the companies can lower prices, which will further stimulate demand.

In the facilities that contract with HomeWAV, which typically charges $0.50 per minute, the average video visitation usage is 16 minutes per incarcerated person per month. By contrast, we found that the average usage of Securus video visitation in Travis County, Texas from September 2013 to September 2014 was 2 minutes per incarcerated person per
Further, our analysis of the volume and pricing data in Securus’s commission reports for Travis County found clear evidence that pricing matters:

![PRICE MATTERS](image)

*Figure 12. Video visitation price vs. usage in Travis County, Texas jails*

The lesson is clear: the current approach to jail video visitation from Securus and other large companies is not effectively stimulating demand. While companies and facilities could make many small and large changes to address the lack of demand, the companies should start by giving up on the failed idea that banning in-person visitation is the only way to stimulate demand.

**Recommendations**

The rapid rise of the video visitation industry has received shockingly little attention, especially given the potential for this technology to serve as an end-run around existing FCC regulation. Right now, while the service is still new and evolving, we have a unique opportunity to shape the future of this industry; lest its worst practices become entrenched as standard procedure. While this report identifies some clear negative patterns — namely the frequency by which jails ban in-person visitation after adopting this technology — the diversity of practices in this market gives us hope that video visitation could be positive for both facilities and families.

---

86 Through the Texas Open Records Act, we requested and received the number of remote video visits and the video visit commissions in Travis County, Texas from September 2013 to September 2014. Since we have the contract for video visitation, we know that the commission provided to Travis County is 23% and were able to calculate the revenue. We also know that video visits in Travis County are 20-minutes long so we were able to calculate the total minutes of remote video visitation used per month and the rate charged per month. We used the average daily population in 2010 provided in the Travis County Justice System Profile to calculate the average minutes per incarcerated person per month. See Exhibit 15 for the Travis County contract and Exhibit 16 for the commission and visitation data.
The Federal Communications Commission should:

1. After regulating both in-state telephone call rates and the unreasonable fees charged by the prison and jail telephone companies, the FCC should regulate the video visitation industry so that the industry does not shift voice calls to video visits. The proposed regulations should build on comprehensive phone regulations to include rate caps for video visitation.

2. Prohibit companies from banning in-person visitation. The FCC should require companies, as part of their annual certification, to attest that they do not require any of their contracting facilities to ban in-person visitation. This requirement would not stop the sheriffs from taking such a regressive step on their own, but it would be a powerful deterrent.

3. Prohibit the companies from signing contracts that bundle regulated and unregulated products together. Requiring that facilities bid and contract for these services separately would end the current cross-subsidization. Alternatively, the FCC could strengthen safeguards when allowing the bundling of communications services in correctional facilities, to ensure that the facilities are better able to separately review advanced communications services as part of the Request for Proposals process. Either approach needs to enable all stakeholders to understand these services, their value, and the financial terms of the contracts.

4. Consider developing minimum quality standards of resolution, refresh rate, lag, and audio sync for paid video visitation. We note that JPay’s official bandwidth requirements are extremely low, and that in our test the facility struggled to provide even that bandwidth. The FCC could collect comments that review the academic literature on the appropriate thresholds for effective human video communication and devise appropriate standards.

5. Require family- and consumer-friendly features such as charging per-minute rather than per visit. As the experiences of TurnKey and HomeWAV demonstrate, not every conversation needs to take the same amount of time. It is both fairer and more conducive to greater communication to charge for actual usage.

State regulators and legislatures should:

1. Immediately catch up and implement regulations like that of the Alabama Public Service Commission that actively regulate not only the prison and jail telephone industry but also these companies’ video visitation products.87

2. Statutorily prohibit county jails from signing contracts that ban in-person visitation. These statutes should recognize that video visitation is a potentially useful supplement to existing visitation

---

systems, but never a replacement. Further, while facilities routinely restrict visitation as part of their disciplinary procedures, such internal rules have no place in a contract with a telecommunications provider.

**Correctional officials and procurement officials should:**

1. **Explicitly protect in-person visits and treat video only as a supplemental option.** Social science research and correctional best practices, as put forth by the American Correctional Association and the American Bar Association, encourage visitation because it is crucial to preventing recidivism and facilitating successful rehabilitation. Video could be beneficial as an additional option for communication, but facilities should ensure that they do not approve video contracts that will later lead to the banning of in-person visits.

2. **Refuse commissions.** Commissions drive up the cost to families which leads directly to lower communication. Particularly when introducing new services like video visitation, facilities should resist the penny-wise and pound-foolish temptation provided by commissions.

3. **Scrutinize contracts for expensive bells and whistles that facilities do not want or need.** Insist on removing these items and instead having the rates lowered or, if they choose to receive a commission, having that commission increased.

4. **When putting in video visitation systems, put some thought into where the terminals are located so as to maximize privacy.** Existing visitation systems allow for monitored but otherwise private conversations, but putting video visitation terminals into busy pods of cells and day rooms can reduce the benefits of a family visit.

5. **Refuse to sign contracts that give private companies control over correctional decisions,** including visitation schedules, when it is acceptable to limit an incarcerated person’s visitation privileges, or the ability of people in correctional custody to move within the facility.

6. **Refuse to sign contracts that bundle multiple services together.** Contracts for one service that contain a discount because of other contracts are fine, but bundling multiple services together makes it impossible to determine whether you are getting a good deal.

7. **Consider the benefits of providing incarcerated people a minimum number of free visits per month.** This minimal investment could reap large dividends for families and for reducing recidivism.

8. **Invite bids where the facility purchases equipment from the companies** instead of requiring that all bids be submitted on a no-

---

88 A potential model is S.B. 231 (Whitmire) in Texas’s 84th legislative session (2015), which would require Texas jails to provide each incarcerated person with a minimum of two in-person, through-the-glass visits per week.
cost basis.\textsuperscript{89} Having the company finance the equipment and installation just increases the costs to families and cuts into any commission the facility chooses to receive.

9. **Experiment with regional video visitation centers for your state prison system and remote jails.** Regional centers serve as a great supplement to existing visitation systems. The centers operated by the Virginia Department of Corrections could serve as a possible model.

10. **Insist on contracts where companies list and justify not just the cost of each video visit, but all fees to be charged to families.** Lowering the fees keeps more money in families’ pockets, making it easier for them to use the video visitation system more. This will have positive results both for reducing recidivism and also for any commission that the facility chooses to receive. For examples of questions that should be asked of prospective companies and evidence that such questions can bring about significant decreases in fees, see Securus’s response to such questions as part of the Request for Proposals process in Dallas, Texas.\textsuperscript{90}

11. **If the facility allows the company to install any terminals for onsite visitation use by visitors, do not neglect basic issues like privacy partitions between the terminals and height-adjustable seats so that children and adults of various heights can see the screen and be visible on camera.**

**Companies should:**

1. **Improve the product so that people will choose to use it even when they are not being forced to do so.** Areas of improvement include cost, video quality, usability of websites, streamlining the reservation process, and improving customer support.

2. **Experiment with ways to market the products that are more creative than banning in-person visitation.** Encouraging facilities to maintain traditional visitation — as TurnKey’s experience has shown — increases demand for offsite visitation products.

3. **Take advantage of existing technology to improve eye contact for video visits.** Specifically, reduce the vertical distance between the camera and the screen and experiment with integrating the camera behind the screen of onsite terminals. The basic technology for this already exists. For example, the Prison Policy Initiative purchased a $50 device that mounts over a webcam that repositions the on-screen video, allowing us to look directly into the lens while also seeing the people we are doing remote presentations with.\textsuperscript{91}

---

\textsuperscript{89} There is precedent. In Rutherford County, Tennessee’s contract with City Tele Coin Company, the company is paying the full costs of video visitation up-front, but the County will be paying the company back for the video visitation system in 48 deductions of phone commissions. At the end of the 48 months, the County will own the video visitation system. For the contract, see Exhibit 27.

\textsuperscript{90} For the Securus response to Dallas County, Texas, see Exhibit 9.

\textsuperscript{91} See the device demonstration of Bodelin Technologies’s See Eye 2 Eye at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8n7vAqn6SYc
4. **Support more operating systems and mobile devices.** JPay, HomeWAV, and TurnKey Corrections support mobile devices, Renovo only added support for Apple computers in late 2014, and Securus and ICSolutions still do not support Apple computers.

5. **Experiment with allowing incoming video visits without an appointment.** Most prisons and jails do not require appointments for traditional visits and TurnKey and HomeWAV’s video visitation systems do not require appointments either.
A VICTORY IN DALLAS COUNTY: PRESERVING IN-PERSON VISITATION

All too often, video visitation quietly replaces in-person visitation before families and the public can respond and resist.101 Dallas was different. Prompted by County Judge Clay Jenkins, the people of Dallas stood up to jail telephone giant Securus who wanted the county to ban in-person visitation as part of its new video visitation contract. Securus initially proposed to ban in-person visitation, replacing it with a combination of onsite video visitation available for free for “no more than twenty (20) hours per week” and $10 offsite video visits.

In September 2014 when County Commissioners first discussed the Securus proposal, a diverse group of Dallas County community members expressed their disapproval in hours of eloquent and unanimous testimony. The Commissioners later said that the proposal to ban in-person visits had generated more attention than anything else in the recent history of the Commissioners Court. The public effectively convinced the commissioners that ending in-person visitation would be detrimental to recidivism and that, as taxpayers, they had no interest in punishing the county’s most vulnerable families with high rates to keep in touch. There were two crucial victories, with the county pledging to:

- Forego a commission on video visitation.
- Preserve in-person visitation.

The Dallas County example is very important for anyone hoping to challenge harmful video visitation contracts. The county was able to stop the contract before it was too late due to a combination of important steps. First, Judge Jenkins was alarmed by the contract and decided to act on it, reaching out to groups such as Texas CURE, SumOfUs, and the Prison Policy Initiative to learn more about best practices in video visitation. The county learned how to address Securus’s ambiguities, asking about additional fees that are not included in the phone and video visitation rates and whether Securus was requiring “any changes to [their] in-person visitation policies.”

In person and in writing, Texas residents spoke out about the video visitation trend that had been developing in Texas jails. In just a matter of hours, SumOfUs collected 2,053 petitions from Texas residents urging Dallas County Commissioners to reject the Securus contract. The editorial boards of The Dallas Morning News, the Austin American-Statesman, and the Houston Chronicle unanimously declared that ending in-person visitation would be extremely shortsighted. In his remarks, Judge Jenkins emphasized just how rare it was for the public and the media to speak with just one loud, unanimous voice on an issue.

Ultimately, Dallas County did approve a Securus contract but with one concerning clause that led Judge Jenkins and advocates to oppose the final contract for fear that it was preparing the county to ban in-person visitation in the near future. The final contract requires Securus to provide 50 onsite visitor-side terminals, which in fact would only be needed if the county were planning to revoke its pledge to preserve traditional visitation through glass. Judge Jenkins read into the record a lengthy list of counties that banned in-person visits when they implemented onsite video visitation.

While advocates are going to need to carefully monitor the jail to ensure that it upholds the spirit and letter of the Commissioners Court’s order to preserve free in-person visitation, this was a big victory with at least three lessons for other jurisdictions facing video visitation proposals:

1. The public must be activated, and it must be involved early.
2. County officials are easily confused by complicated contracts that bundle together services that the county does not necessarily want. Some of these services cut into the county’s potential commissions, and some even come with clauses that could commit the county to future expenditures.
3. Pushing the companies to lower rates and fees actually works. For example, Securus renegotiated its contract with Western Union to reduce its charge for payments from $11.95 to $5.95.

101 See sidebar, Families find the promises most misleading of all, on page 16.
102 For our current list of facilities that replace in-person, through-the-glass visits with onsite video visits, see Exhibit 29.
103 One county employee argued at the November 11, 2014 Dallas County Commissioners Court that the terminals might never be built for the simple reason that the jail has no space for these terminals. This defense raises even more questions. Will the county later construct a building to hold the terminals? Does that make it even stranger that Securus would offer to provide technology that — at best — might never be used? One would think that Securus would prioritize lowering the rates or increasing its profits over providing the county with white elephants.
104 At the November 11, 2014 meeting, employees of Global Tel*Link warned the commissioners that the 10 pages of additional items could end up costing the county millions.
105 See page 3 of the Securus response in Exhibit 9.
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